COMPACT TROLLEY

TC-A1

Compact, Ergonomic Trolley Ideal for Any Endoscopic Requirement
### Optional Accessories

- MAJ-1772 GUARD RAIL
- MAJ-1773 CO₂ BOTTLE HOLDER
- MAJ-1774/1775 SUCTION JAR ADAPTER 1/2
- MAJ-1776 BASE UNIT
- MAJ-1777 SCOPE POLE
- MAJ-1778 SCOPE HOLDER RUBBER
- MAJ-1779 CONNECTOR HOLDER RUBBER

### Standard Set

TC-A1 COMPACT TROLLEY  
(MAJ-1777 SCOPE POLE, MAJ-1778 SCOPE HOLDER RUBBER and MAJ-1779 CONNECTOR HOLDER RUBBER are provided as standard)

### Optional Accessories

- MAJ-1772 GUARD RAIL
- MAJ-1773 CO₂ BOTTLE HOLDER
- MAJ-1774 SUCTION JAR ADAPTER 1
- MAJ-1775 SUCTION JAR ADAPTER 2
- MAJ-1776 BASE UNIT
- MAJ-1777 SCOPE POLE
- MAJ-1778 SCOPE HOLDER RUBBER
- MAJ-1779 CONNECTOR HOLDER RUBBER

* Included in the Standard Set; also available as an option.

### Specifications

- **Dimensions**: 485 (W) x 1165 (H) x 575 (D) mm
- **Weight**: 37 kg (unladen, without SCOPE POLE and LCD arm)
- **Laden weight (equally loaded)**:  
  - Top tray: 20 kg (excluding LCD arm (7 kg))
  - Shelves: 30 kg
  - Base tray: 25 kg
- **Monitor**: Compatible with LCD monitor of up to 430 mm width, 10 kg

---

Specifications, design and accessories are subject to change without any notice or obligation on the part of the manufacturer.